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New Orleans revisited. Where is the meteorite? Either one?
Martin Horejsi

The crust on New Orleans looks much like what I’ve seen on aubrite achondrites.

One year ago we lost Dave B. Gheesling, one of the greats in this gentlemanly art of meteorite collecting.
Dave valued friendships and made it obvious with his vast collection of pictures with meteorite friends. So
take a moment and see the big picture on Dave’s Falling Rocks website filled with friend photos.

Back to New Orleans…
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As a general rule, the interior and exterior of a freshly fallen meteorite usually differ greatly in color or
contrast from each other. Not so with New Orleans.

On September 23, 2003 a total of 19.26 kilograms of H5 fell from the sky and onto a house in New Orleans,
Louisiana. Not just onto, but through the house, from second floor roof to dirt under crawl space. Once the
drywall dust settled, the New Orleans meteorite was born.
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There is earthly debris stuck in the crust of New Orleans. I wonder how that happened.

 

2003 wasn’t all that long ago, but in today’s world, that feels like a whole world ago. Since the fall of the
New Orleans meteorite, New Orleans has found several other ways to make the news. So to visit that past
world, I dug my 35 gram crusted fragment of New Orleans out of the safe and spent some time looking at it
again. It really does look like concrete. But don’t just take my word for it, here is a link to an interview with
the homeowner who discovered the alien crime of breaking and entering.
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Landing in a humid location, even if collected immediately, the environment is still hostile for iron-rich
condrites.

 

And here’s a news story about the fall of the New Orleans meteorite. And a final question here is that there
are rumors that the main mass of the New Orleans meteorite was completely lost in a flood. Does anyone
have further information about that? Please email me at accretiondesk@gmail.com .
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But wait! There is another “meteorite” in New Orleans, one called the Audubon Park Meteorite. While not
quite as authentic as the New Orleans meteorite proper, the Audubon Park Meteorite is probably better
known to those not in the know. Here’s a video that shows the iron stone in all it’s glory.

Audubon Park Meteorite

Umm, yeah.

Until next time….
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74 Years Old And Still Has Much To Say
James Tobin

As has been the case the last couple of issues I have a short announcement before the actual article. A
meteorite that Jason Phillips and myself purchased a few months ago has become official in recent days.
We knew on sight that it was a eucrite but we are happy to have it all classified up and listed in the
Meteoritical Bulletin. Its designation is NWA 14370. Total known weight of the meteorite is 3071 grams.
There were 45 pieces. Some of the stones had patches of fresh fusion crust but most of the stones had
signs of abrasion and little or no fusion crust remained. The interior as indicated by the low weathering
grade in the classification is a fresh light-gray color with interesting clasts and mineral crystals. It is always
fun to see a new listing for a meteorite you have submitted to a lab.

74 Years Old And Still Has Much To Say

This month’s article is a journey back in time. Not too far back, just to February 12, 1947. The Second
World War is over and things are returning to normal. It’s 10:38 in the morning, northeast of Vladivostok, in
Eastern Siberia. Suddenly a flash of light brighter than the sun is seen. A tremendous meteor is crossing
the sky leaving a trail of smoke that will endure for several hours. The iron body is traveling at 14 kilometers
per second (8.7 mps) on its inevitable course toward impact with the Earth. At approximately 5 kilometers
altitude the main mass of the asteroid breaks up (“Hemmungspunkt”) creating thousands of pieces great
and small, and dust. In seconds most of the incoming material is on the ground.

Over one hundred impact pits are in an area of about one-half square miles. Some of the large pits contain
only small fragments as the impacting chunk hit with such force it exploded into thousands of pieces of
shrapnel. Smaller pits do contain large meteorites. Remarkably the largest mass of 1,745 kgs will be found
in 1950 in a rather small impact pit only 3.5 m across by 0.8m deep. The largest specimen landed quite
remotely from the other large holes, actually 600 meters north-northwest. That is well outside the scatter
ellipse for the majority of the specimens. The whole area of the event contains almost countless small iron
meteorites. Based on the amount initially collected the estimate of the mass reaching the ground is 23 tons.
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Coming back to our time. The pre-entry mass of the asteroid is estimated today at 200,000 to 220,000
pounds. That is the weight of two fully loaded and fueled Boeing 737-100s. The majority of that countless
number of small meteorites will have to be found with metal detectors decades after the fall. They soon
became invisible, buried on the forest floor.

That description is of course the story of the Sikhote-Alin meteorite fall. I realized as I was cleaning a big
batch of Sikhote-Alins recently that I had never written an article about this fall. I also saw as I cleaned the
meteorites features that have been a source of questions for decades. So that’s where this article is going.

The fall area of the Sikhote-Alin meteorites is forested, wet, still isolated today, and inhabited by a variety of
pretty dangerous creatures. The climate of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains is not hospitable for iron meteorites.
The meteorites I was cleaning had likely been buried for 60 years. But it was interesting how much
information was still visible on the meteorites despite the rust and pitting created in the six decades.

I decided for this article not to discuss the shrapnel pieces that were torn apart by impact. I will devote this
article to the flight-shaped meteorites.

All meteorites experience tremendous stress coming through the atmosphere. Stone meteoroid bodies
often explode into small pieces and dust. Iron meteorites experience some different effects in addition to
also often breaking up. Because the iron metal is ductile and not quite as rigid as stone, iron meteorites will
sometimes show stretching and twisting from the pressures exerted on the metal. The photo shown below
is of a Sikhote-Alin meteorite that had both ends torn off and was folded in half enough to create cracks at
the bend.
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I doubt that this particular specimen could have stood much more bending without failing in the middle as
the ends did. Asteroids are cold bodies when they enter the atmosphere and despite the great temperatures
that melt and shape the surface, just below that heated skin they often remain cold. Metals including iron in
particular do not bend and fold well at low temperatures. They instead are brittle and break. I was sure if I
searched there would be some data on the strength of the Sikhote-Alin iron alloy. I was able to find this
information on its tensile strength. There is some commonality between ductility, plasticity, and tensile
strength. Ductility is measured in some cases by the elongation of a sample at a specific percentage. Those
happen to be the figures offered by Buckvald for Sikhote-Alin’s tensile strength and were taken from Book
Three of “The Handbook of Iron Meteorites.” Plasticity might also be a better term than ductility since it
concerns deformation and not drawing out of the material as ductility might describe. Small specimens of
Sikhote-Alin range from 45kg/mm squared at 15% elongation to 49 kg/mm squared at 9% elongation. In
larger specimens with inclusions and grain boundaries, the tensile strength is far less at just 5kg/mm
squared. This is significant as we examine specimens. We often see them broken at grain boundaries or
inclusion areas. Many I have seen are also broken with scars that resemble what happens in manmade iron
and steel. From my observations, these last breaks occur when the meteorite metal has a small cross-
section and fails because it is simply too thin to resist the forces applied. Some commonly seen breaks are
shown in the images below. I have captioned them based on what I believe to be correct interpretations of
the scientific descriptions of how the meteorites broke. I hope I got most of them right.

The early reporters wrote of breaks that showed linear marks where they separated at skeleton
schreibersite inclusions. Secondly, they wrote of breaks on metal grain boundaries. These are breaks with
relatively smooth separation surfaces that are angular and often form pockets or box-like cavities where
adjacent metal crystals once intersected. Then there is the third type of break I have noticed that was not
addressed in the early reports of Sikhote-Alin. These are seen less often and sometimes have a different
set of external characteristics on the specimen. They resemble the breaks seen on sheared-off bolts and
other failed industrial steel objects. I will attempt to describe this type of break. It is a surface with a fine
granular texture and a ragged torn circumference. These breaks are not at locations where inclusions and
mineral aspects of the meteoritic metal are involved. The breaks look to be purely mechanical failures of the
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metal under tremendous forces. Similar to twisting off a bolt with a wrench or bending a steel rod beyond its
limits. Specimens showing these breaks may have smooth rounded surfaces with shallow thumbprints
larger than usually appropriate to the small specimen size. I theorize that many of the mechanically broken-
off specimens were part of larger meteorites. Also, that they broke off late in flight but while the mass was
still traveling with high velocity. Slow speed would not exert the force needed to break the pieces off. After
breaking off however these specimens slowed quickly. Meaning they no longer had the speed to further
ablate and alter the broken surfaces.

These meteorites as best as I can tell show what writers decades ago described as specimens broken at
skeleton schreibersite inclusions. They spoke of the breaks showing linear marks.
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The two images above have deep pocket cavities where adjacent crystals intersected originally. Both of
these show a small amount of ablation and fusion crust development after the individual was torn from a
bigger piece. Note the angles formed by the “walls” of the pocket and compare them to the cracked slice
shown below.
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I fell in love with this Sikhote-Alin slice soon as I saw it about 25 years ago. Light shines through the crack
and it is held together in only a single area. It demonstrates quite dramatically the forces that were applied
to the meteorite. The crack has the same angles seen so often in Sikhote-Alin meteorites.
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Above are specimens with what I call “mechanical breaks.” They are very different from the other type of
breaks which could perhaps be called separations instead of breaks. In the others, the resulting surface is
not rough and the edges are not jagged. In the mechanical breaks, the material had no flaw to cause
separation at a point of weakness. Instead, the metal was simply stressed until it failed.

In the complete one-sentence description of the Sikhote-Alin meteorite, Buckvald calls it an unannealed
coarsest octahedrite. The metal just below the heat-altered skin shows a high hardness which even
increases in some deformation situations. Buckvald suggested it had suffered cold working. Why is this
strength and hardness information important? Sikhote-Alin specimens often show many characteristics in a
single specimen. These features include twisting, bending, breaking, ablation with metal build-up, and
orientation. I have on many occasions seen beautiful specimens with ablated surfaces and flowing metal,
specimens with the domed cap of metal resembling wax running down a candle. They are offered for sale
as oriented meteorites. But upon examination, some have a snapped-off broken surface. Are these flight-
oriented specimens? This writer’s opinion is no. These are late flight break-off specimens from larger
meteorites that dislodged at an inclusion, or grain boundary, or where support became too small to stand
the pressures and they snapped off. But this happened too close to the end of the flight for continued
ablation to alter the area where the break occurred. They are very nice and interesting meteorites worth the
extra cost to purchase, but should they be called oriented?

It has been a while but there was a period when we used to see plier jaw marks on some exquisitely
ablated pieces showing how they had been gripped and broken from their larger parent mass. Someone
thought these selected portions were worth more sold alone than attached to what might have been an ugly
larger meteorite. Or perhaps they were removed because the mass was so large that finding a buyer for the
complete meteorite might prove impossible or a long-term endeavor.
These pieces were not oriented meteorites only ablated projections.

The term “oriented meteorite” is itself a bit ambiguous. Is it the shape of the meteorite that the name refers
to? Or is it the process of forming the shape that should determine what the specimen is called? For me, it
is the stable flight process and how that is seen in the finished meteorite that determines if it is an oriented
meteorite. There is more involved than just that a surface faced one direction long enough to be ablated
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before breaking off. The whole specimen needs to show signs of stable ablative flight. That means at least
a lip around the trailing edge or smoothing of the broken surfaces. With stone meteorites, it is more than
just a smoothed curved side with some symmetry that is required to say that a fragment came from an
“oriented” meteorite. It may be radiating thumbprints and flow lines on an incomplete stone that are enough
to say it was a leading surface of a stable flight meteorite. Or it might be a bubbly accumulation of glassy
froth with a perimeter lip on a fragment that is enough to confirm orientated flight on a partial stone.
Complete stones are of course an easier matter.

Sikhote-Alin flight-oriented meteorites are fortunately quite common. Even these old and weathered
specimens I have been cleaning are often truly oriented meteorites. Not all of them show the extreme
dripping-wax look with fine-line detail, or splatter onto the back that exceptional specimens possess. But
they have lip lines around the perimeter and sometimes worn built-up metal on the leading surface.
Sometimes they even still have fading fusion crust on the grain break surfaces to show they continued in
oriented flight after separation. Here are a few images of flight-oriented Sikhote-Alin meteorites.

The following meteorite is not too pretty today. Though it might have been beautiful 70 years ago.
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During cleaning, I had to punch through some blisters of corrosion to get below and clear away the pocket
of powdery rust. In doing so I had to work my way along the lip of melted metal at the nosecone tip. As I
removed the corrosion some of the melted lip fell away. Just corrosion was holding it on. A tiny area was
revealed that I found quite interesting and wish to share. I think that it demonstrates how the rolled-back
structure is at least partially unwelded to the body of the meteorite. It just covers it. At least at the trailing
edge of the metal flow. What was exposed when the flake of melted lip fell off were the lines of the
regmaglypts underneath the melted lip. It was the stable flight in a single orientation that allowed the
formation of the nosecone of flowing metal. But under the unwelded ablation metal are remaining traces of
earlier flight markings.
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There are several different forms of meteorites from the Sikhote-Alin fall. The thumb-printed individuals both
large and small have always impressed people because they are just what a meteorite should look like.
Maybe it is from SciFi movies or something else in popular culture but sculptured thumb printed, black
stones are often what the general public thinks meteorites should be. The Sikhote-Alin fall produced
thousand of individual meteorites just like that. The Sikhote-Alin event also produced thousands of
meteorites that are not like that at all. Some have regmaglypts on only one side, many are torn and broken
on one side, and have regmaglypts on the other. Many have no thumbprints at all. Occasionally, a meteorite
will show up that has a large thumbprint but the meteorite is small. Regmaglypts are created by the action
of the air as the metal is eroded during flight. Thumbprints are proportional to the size of the meteorite. Thus
large Sikhote-Alin masses will have thumbprints that are several centimeters across and small individuals
will have thumbprints that are a few millimeters across. When I see meteorites that are small but have one
or two large flight marks it makes me question if the specimen is a piece that came off a large mass near
end of flight. Below are a few images of nicely sculptured and thumb-printed Sikhote-Alin meteorites.
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Shapeless iron blobs are common Sikhote-Alin meteorites too. Round, oval, elongated potato shapes and
thin flat slab-shaped meteorites are fairly common. Some of these other shapes are seen in the following
image.
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Among my favorite shapes are the round-nosed cones. Sometimes these are decorated with flows of metal
rolling back from the broad end. Many times they show no signs of ablation other than their basic form.
Below is an image of a favorite where the meteorite metal spirals down to a sharp point.
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The last images are of a beautiful Sikhote-Alin that I got years ago and originally thought was a flight-
oriented meteorite. It is an amazing specimen but there are two breaks on fair size and one small on the
bottom. By my current standard, this is not a flight-oriented meteorite. Before breaking off however it was a
bridge across a hole in the larger stone. I am not disappointed that I can not call it oriented anymore.
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The Sikhote-Alin meteorite event was one of the largest falls in recent times and was spectacular. It might
not be the biggest recent event on record, others have been spectacular too. Chelyabinsk is more recent
and a huge event with a fractional megaton explosion. But the Sikhote-Alin fall has given science and the
meteorite collecting community plenty of beautiful information-packed meteorites to study and enjoy.



 

D’Orbigny Angrite 

by John Kashuba 

 

Alcide d'Orbigny was a French naturalist who explored South America from 1826 to 1833. 

The 16.55kg meteorite was found near the Argentine settlement that bears his name, about 500 km 

southwest of Buenos Aires.     

  

Angrites are very old achondrites and probably come from a large parent body.  They have a wide 

distribution of cosmic ray exposure ages suggesting that the parent body or fragments of it might still 

exist. Candidates include the asteroids 289 Nenetta, 3819 Robinson, 5261 Eureka and the planet 

Mercury. Eureka is a Mars trojan orbiting in its trailing Lagrangian point.  Other smaller bodies at 

L5, might be rubble detached from Eureka by its fast spin.  Rotational period is just 2.69 hours. 

 

Angrites are igneous rock consisting of laths of plagioclase, augite, a pyroxene containing calcium 

and, in this case, some titanium and aluminum and olivine.   

 
 

 

 

 



 

 
Salle d'Orbigny in the National Museum of Natural History in Paris welcomes visitors and houses 

the explorer's collection. 

 

 
All photos are from this one 27mm long thin section. Cross-polarized light (XPL).  

 

 

 

 



 

 
The circular feature in the top left is one of the vacuoles for which d’Orbigny is famous. This one is 

empty. The pattern is an artifact from the thin section’s manufacture. FOV=8.3mm, XPL. 

 

 
Colorful mineral grains are augite and olivine. White and gray skeletal laths are 

plagioclase. FOV=3mm, XPL. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Some skeletal vacancies are filled with olivine or augite. FOV=0.5mm, XPL. 

 

 
Interesting radial pattern. FOV=3mm, XPL. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
In plane polarized light (PPL) the elements are dark, telling us they are augite.  

 

 
Closer. FOV=0.5mm, XPL. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Maybe the dark grain in the center was the nucleation point for all the leaves. FOV=0.5mm, PPL. 

 

 
A six sided dark grain embedded in augite. FOV=0.3mm, PPL. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Titanium colors the augite pinkish-tan. Ti levels are higher toward the outside of 

crystals. FOV=3mm, PPL. 

 

 
Symplectic textures, intergrowths between augite and probably spinel. FOV=0.2mm, PPL. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
FOV=0.2mm, PPL. 

 

 
FOV=0.3mm, PPL. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Likely iron sulfide. Oblique incident light. FOV=0.4mm. 

 

 

 
Oblique incident light. FOV=0.4mm. 
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H.H. Nininger and the American Meteorite Museum
Mitch Noda

My articles are under the heading “Mitch’s Universe.” The reason for the name is that the meteorites,
tektites, and ephemera are all from my personal collection with only a few exceptions – hence my universe.
I am fortunate to have them and happily share them with you through my articles.

H.H. Nininger and the American Meteorite Museum

In the early 1920s, Harvey Harlow Nininger taught biology and geology at McPherson College in Kansas. In
August 1923, Nininger read an article by Professor A.M. Miller about meteorites in “Scientific Monthly.” He
could not remember anything that so completely captivated him. Nininger recalls that during his childhood
meteors were regarded in about the same light as ghosts and dragons: mentioned rarely and never
discussed seriously.

On the evening of November 9, 1923, Nininger was walking home with Professor E.L. Craik from a lecture,
when they paused in front of Professor Craik’s home to chat. Suddenly a blazing streak of fire pierce the
sky, lighting the landscape and vanished. Nininger would observe, “Apart from the excitement of trying to
plot the course and recover the meteorite, I found myself completely engrossed, during all the time I could
spare from my college and family duties, in an effort to learn as much as I could, as fast as I could, about
this new subject.” This set in motion Nininger’s lifelong pursuit of meteorites.

After researching and communicating with others, he concluded that the meteor fell in the vicinity of
Coldwater, Kansas. Ultimately, two meteorites were recovered near Coldwater. Nininger bought an oxidized
forty-one pound iron meteorite from Deacon A.M. Brown who had plowed it up four years earlier. Nininger
paid a dollar a pound for the find.

Eleven months after the 1923 fireball, a farmer plowing his ground hit an eleven pound stony meteorite.
Nininger would not credit either of the Coldwater meteorites to the fall he witnessed due to their weathering.

To put into perspective the lack of knowledge or interest in meteorites at the time, after Nininger studied Dr.
O.C. Farrington’s “Catalogue of the Meteorites of North America,” he wanted to know more about
meteorites, so he headed to the University of Kansas which he assumed would have a wealth of
information. When he arrived, Nininger was dismayed that the members of the geology department were
unable to answer any of his questions. They not only professed ignorance but showed a total lack of interest
in the subject. They showed Nininger a fifty-one pound specimen which was unlabeled for years, and they
thought it was the Tonganoxie, Kansas, meteorite but were not certain. Nininger could see it was a pallasite
and not a siderite iron, so it could not be Tonganoxie. Nininger thought it could only be a Brenham, Kansas
meteorite. Nininger headed to the astronomy department and met a professor who showed him the only
meteorite in his possession. It was a small common etched iron meteorite. Nininger commented that he
wanted to know more about stony meteorites. The professor admitted, he did not know that there were any
stony meteorites. Nininger was deeply disappointed. He concluded that the subject of meteorites was
simply not being taught. Nininger reminded himself, that he was a biologist, and meteorites were the
concern of astronomers and geologist, but if nobody has been trained to observe, collect and study them,
then he might just start working on the subject. When Nininger took $41 from the family budget to purchase
Deacon Brown’s meteorite, he started having sleepless nights wondering how he would finance this new
hobby that had become his all-consuming interest. To put the $41 Nininger spent in perspective, the
average income in the U.S. in 1920 was $3,269. The average rent in NY City was $60 per month, a
washing machine was $81, a Hoover electric vacuum cleaner was about $39, a meal for two was about 70
cents, and a Chevy cost $525. Nininger also noticed the high prices charged for meteorites in the scientific
supply house catalogs. This may have sparked the idea to sell meteorites to supplement his income.

The experts at the time proclaimed that meteorites were scarce. Nininger suspected this was not true. Were
his two Coldwater finds that took less than a year just luck? The two Coldwater finds were twice as many
meteorites discovered in Kansas as in the previous fifteen years.

Since it took nearly a year to locate and recover the two Coldwater meteorites, Nininger wondered if he
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could speed up the process, so he gave lectures in rural high schools and grade schools, so the children
would spread the word among their parents.

Although Nininger wanted to give meteorites his full attention, he knew he would have to continue his
teaching job, lecture for fees, and sell specimens as he obtained them. After Christmas in 1929, Alex
Richards, one of Nininger’s students informed Nininger of a 12 ounce (340 gram) stone picked up by a
neighbor, a 6th grade boy, who had heard Nininger lecture about meteorites at a Paradise school more
than four years ago. The boy had found the stone while in the field husking corn. He thought it looked like
what the little professor was talking about and brought it in with the corn. He then got embarrassed and
thought his family might laugh at him, so he tossed the meteorite into the cow lot. After Alex’s neighbor told
Alex the story, they went out to the cow lot and retrieved the meteorite. Nininger returned to Covert, Kansas
describing the find and suggesting that there were probably other meteorites out there. At the close of the
lecture, a young fellow left and returned with a seventeen pound meteorite that he had found the previous
summer but hid it so his family would not ridicule him. Within a few months, a half-dozen meteorites totaling
140 pounds of Covert meteorite were recovered. All of these had been lying around for years and were only
reported after it became known that a local boy had received money for his “rock.”

Covert was a very important meteorite for Nininger because it confirmed his theory of how to obtain
meteorites more quickly and efficiently, so he could chase his dreams. My Covert specimen comes with an
American Meteorite Laboratory pedigree with hand written label by Glenn Huss and hand painted number on
the fragment. This specimen has a remarkable history since it was for sale in the Chicago Adler Planetarium
gift shop in the 1960s.
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A nice large 163 gram slice of Covert which reveals its matrix.

The Covert meteorite was an important meteorite because it gave Nininger assurance that his theory would
be fruitful, and now he was determined to resign his teaching position, as soon as his finances were in
order, and devote his full time to meteorites.

Nininger thought effective lecturing would answer the problem of ignorance and disinterest about
meteorites. By spreading the knowledge and interest in a community, it could lead to one meteorite find
which might lead to another. The reward given for the discovery would dispel any attitudes of ridicule or
disbelief. It became standard practice for Nininger to pass along actual meteorites to members in the
audience for them to examine what a meteorite might look like. He counted on his purchases of meteorites
to encourage farmers, ranchers, and students to search for them.

On February 17, 1930, the Paragould, Arkansas meteorite fell. It was visible over many miles covering
portions of several states. A few hours after the heavenly display, Raymond Parkinson, a farmer, who was
awaken by the light and explosion, went to his field for his horses and came across a freshly made hole. He
recovered an 85 pound stony meteorite. Parkinson sent Nininger a sample asking if he would be interested
in purchasing the stone. Nininger and his wife Addie left their children next door with Addie’s sister and left
for the 700 mile journey. Nininger found Parkinson, who was depressed. He informed the Niningers that he
left the meteorite for display at the high school, and the principle and science teacher sold it for $300 to
Stuart H. Perry who lived in Michigan. They were shipping it out in a typewriter case by express.

The Niningers visited the site of the find. They talked with witnesses and returned home. Shortly after
returning home, they found out that an 800 pound stone had been recovered from a depth of eight feet just
three miles from where Parkinson had found his stone. The 800 pound meteorite was found on Joe
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Fletcher’s property. W.H. Hodges, a neighbor who passed through Fletcher’s pasture gate noticed a hole
eight feet in diameter and told Fletcher about it. They went to the hole and poked a stick in the hole through
the water and hit rock at about twenty inches.

Nininger instructed an attorney to purchase the 800 pound meteorite. The owner informed them that there
was an offer from an institution. Nininger contacted the institution informing them that he was largely
responsible for the recovery of the stone. The bidding ceased, but not before the price has reached $3,100
which was more than the Niningers could afford. The final price was $3,600 for the Paragould meteorite
which the Niningers had to borrow money to obtain the specimen.

While the Niningers were in town purchasing the 800 pound meteorite, word spread through town of the
generous price being paid for the stone. An angry Parkinson went to the high school and beat the principal
and took him to the police station and told his story. Parkinson paid a $2.50 fine to sympathetic authorities.
Parkinson was ultimately awarded the $300 that had been paid for his meteorite.

Paragould was one of the most important meteorites for Nininger because it made it possible for him to
launch his dream career. A 6.67 gram fragment of Paragould, Arkansas meteorite. Chain of custody for this
piece was the Chicago Field Museum, my friends, Steve Arnold, Peter Scherff, and I.

At the time, Paragould meteorite was the largest known fall to be seen. Nininger sold the Paragould
specimen for $6,200, and with the $2,000 profit began his dream. Paragould had profound effects on the
Niningers, and he never regretted parting with it, but he had paid a price too high, and was forced to give it
up or his dream of making meteorites his new career. The Covert and Paragould meteorites are arguably
the two most important meteorites Nininger obtained. The meteor that Nininger saw on November 9, 1923
did not have a meteorite recovered from it, so it does not count. The recovered Coldwater meteorites were
from a prior meteor. Now, with the profit from Paragould, and the stock of meteorites, the Niningers had
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built up enough savings for him to resign his teaching position and pursue his dream.

Nininger did not expect meteorites to be an easy living, but it would be interesting and would add to the
knowledge of meteorites. Nininger would often tell his students, “Do something that needs doing!”

The Niningers balanced adventures and hardships obtaining meteorites. Nininger wrote about the Ford he
used to get around Kansas and neighboring states, “In 1922, I had purchased an already old Model-T. It
had no arrangement for carrying spare tire; instead, I carried a good set of tire tools and patching materials,
and certainly made good use of them.” Nininger planned a trip to Mexico with Alex Richards. For the trip to
Mexico, Nininger had his students build a car with seven speeds forward and five speeds backwards, extra
clearance and a skit plate for its vital parts. The Chamber of Commerce man in Laredo, Texas, warned
them about their trip to Mexico. He marked on the map areas where bandits were reported to be the worst.
“He cautioned us about food, water and disease. He inspected our Winchester automatic rifle and told us
we would need it – if the authorities would permit us to take it along.” During their various meteorite hunts,
the Niningers would not have the luxury or money for hotels and instead camped. During the Great
Depression, Nininger, with limited funds, offered people one dollar per pound for meteorites. People thought
Nininger was crazy for buying rocks at a dollar per pound during a time of high unemployment, and the
stock market crash.

Gary Huss remembers that life was pretty normal for him, and they grew up in a middle-class neighborhood
playing baseball in their backyard with the neighborhood kids. Since his parents, Margaret, and Glenn
Huss, worked from home, there was the benefit that they were always around. Back then, it was unusual for
both parents to work from home. During the summers, Gary would accompany his father to “look” for
meteorites. They did not actively search for meteorites, but instead spoke to farmers about them. When an
actual meteorite would show up, Glenn would purchase it, and most farmers were happy to sell them. Huss
would visit the neighbors again reporting the new find. The farmers would continue searching and sending
in more samples. Due to Gary’s father’s efforts, many areas became active sources of meteorites.

In 1929, after Nininger resigned his position from McPherson College, he moved his family to Denver,
Colorado. Nininger was hired by the Colorado (Denver) Museum of Natural History (now Denver Museum of
Nature & Science) to oversee their meteorite collection and become the nation’s first Curator of Meteorites.
In 1935, Nininger taught a night course on meteoritics at the University of Denver. The first class on
meteoritics offered by a college. Nininger had amassed the world’s largest private collection of meteorites, a
portion of which became the Denver Museum’s meteorite collection. Nininger added to the Denver
Museum’s collection, through purchases, trades, donations and recovery, in addition to adding to his own
collection. World War II put a halt to Nininger’s work for the Denver Museum, and in 1946, he moved his
collection from the Denver Museum to his American Meteorite Museum, near Canyon Diablo meteor crater
in Arizona. This is when Nininger started to label his collection “The American Meteorite Museum.”



A slice of Morland with a hand painted Nininger number, ultra-rare Denver Museum of Natural History label
and number attached to my 64 gram Morland slice. H. H. Nininger was the first curator for the Denver
Museum of Natural History. My friend, Ann Black, was a previous custodian of this extraordinary specimen.
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The Norton County meteorite was at the center of a dispute between Nininger and LaPaz, but that Norton
County story will have to wait for another time. Norton County, Kansas specimens with a rare American
Meteorite Museum (AMM) label not to be confused with the similar looking American Meteorite Laboratory
(AML) label. I have been trying for many years to add an AMM labeled specimen to my collection. I have my
friend Steve Schoner to thank for my collection piece, and first AMM labeled sample.
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Johnson, Kansas specimen with rare American Meteorite Museum label handwritten by H.H. Nininger. This
fine specimen came from my friend Matt Morgan.

The Nininger Meteorite Collection was operating up to 1937 as “The Nininger Laboratory;” from 1937 until
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1946 as “The American Meteorite Laboratory;” and from 1946 as “The American Meteorite Museum.”

Prior to Nininger establishing the American Meteorite Museum, Dr. Lincoln La Paz of the University of New
Mexico offered Nininger a position at UNM’s newly established Meteoritical Institute, if Nininger would agree
to donate his meteorite collection. Nininger declined the offer. Nininger and La Paz clashed at the 1946
annual meeting of the Society for Research on Meteorites, when Nininger presented a paper discussing the
scientific importance of meteorites. Nininger believed that La Paz urged Fredrick Leonard to criticized
Nininger’s use of the term “meteorite,” and La Paz went on to accuse Nininger of mounting “falsely labeled
specimen[s] of worthless shale” rather than meteorites on the covers of Nininger’s “A Comet Strikes the
Earth.” Not everyone was a fan of the American Meteorite Museum. La Paz ridiculed Nininger’s museum as
a “glorified hot dog stand” and “a disgraceful commercialization of science.”

Dr. Fletcher Watson of Harvard University in his book “Between the Planets” (1941) writes that Nininger
was accounting for half of all the meteorite discoveries in the world at that time.

After World War II, Nininger now 59 years old, wanted some security for his declining years without the
constant funding and re-funding of trips to locate meteorites. The Niningers were owners of one of the
greatest meteorite collections and thought it should be devoted to the advancement of knowledge through
research and education. For more than a decade, the Niningers thought about living near Arizona’s Meteor
Crater. The Niningers discussed with members of the Barringer family, who owned Meteor Crater, and the
Tremaines’, who owned the Bar T Bar ranch that surrounded the Barringer property, about a partnership
and establishing a museum on the rim of the crater. They were unable to strike a deal.

My Canyon Diablo example comes with a hand painted Nininger number. This beautiful special piece is from
Nininger’s personal collection and is referenced in his catalogue, “The Nininger Collection of Meteorites.”
Nininger describes this 242.8 gram specimen as an “Odd-shaped individual” in his collection book. My
friends, Rob Wesel and Arnaud Mignan were once caretakers of this special piece.

In the summer of 1946, the Niningers had leased a building on Highway Route 66 in Arizona and were
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ready to establish their own museum – the American Meteorite Museum. The American Meteorite Museum
was located off Highway 66, looking across the crater from about five miles away. Prior to Nininger taking
over the building, it was referred to as the “Observatory.” Tourist climbed the tower to get a view of the
crater. Nininger heard others describe the building as beautiful, but to him it was an architectural
monstrosity; however, there was no question as to the beauty of its location.

The American Meteorite Museum on highway 66, near Meteor Crater in Arizona. Courtesy of the American
Meteorite Laboratory Photo Archive, Collections Research for Museums, Denver, CO.
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American Meteorite Museum brochure (front).
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American Meteorite Museum brochure (back).

The museum exterior was faced with flagstone as was its floor. The walls had red mud made from the local
red dirt to hold the stones in place. When the building was first built, prior to the Niningers moving in, after
the first rains, the mud did not hold, so the original builders had replaced as much of the mud as they could
with concrete. They replaced most of the mud, but not all of it, which Nininger discovered when it rained.
The space was twenty by forty feet. Nininger received old exhibit cases for his museum from the Denver
museum where he previously worked. The Denver museum was getting new exhibit cases in the mineral
department, so the old ones were being discarded. The Niningers had to move 16,000 pounds of meteorites
750 miles from Denver to the new American Meteorite Museum home in Arizona. Hugoton weighed nearly
800 pounds and Morland one hundred pounds less.

The display room took up most of the space. The book shelves were used to separate the sleeping quarters
from the kitchen. There was a butane gas cooking range. Evenings found them in the back room cooking,
eating and reading by lantern. They discarded the electric refrigerator in lieu of blocks of ice from Winslow
(19 miles away) on hot days. The building leaked every time it rained. The winters were very cold and the
summers extremely hot. Life at the museum was anything but luxurious.

Half the tourists who came to the front of the museum read the sign with the admission fees of 25 cents for
adults and 15 cents for children turned around and left. Despite this, on the first day, they had sixty visitors
to the museum. Admission increased steadily, but there were days when there were a dozen or less
tourists. In the museum, a visitor could hold in their hands a piece of matter from outer space. Nininger
gave frequent lectures throughout the day. Frequently, there were groups of school children, and often
scientists. The first year, there were over 33,000 visitors.
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An American Meteorite Museum envelope with Impactite. Handwritten note by the hand of H.H. Nininger.
Nininger writes, “An impactite bomb one side polished to reveal nickel-iron grains.”
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An American Meteorite Laboratory (AML) envelope as a comparison to the AMM envelope. Glenn Huss is
the author of “Specimen Labels” on the envelope. This envelope went to the Chicago Adler Planetarium gift
shop in the 1960s.

There were only three other museums in the United States that had comparable meteorite exhibits to be
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seen – Chicago’s Field Museum of Natural History, New York’s American Museum of Natural History and
Washington D.C.’s United States National Museum (Smithsonian Museum).

By the end of June 1949, a new nearby highway would divert the traffic from Highway 66 which would
substantially lower the number of tourists that visited the museum. It was the beginning of the end. After the
new highway opened the days were described by Nininger as lonely and sober. The Niningers sought to
bolster their dipping admission revenue by selling meteorites. Wards Natural Science took sales under
consignment, and this accounted for up to half of their income. During the summer of 1950, the Niningers
were considering constructing a new building that would front the new highway. In 1950, Nininger published
“The Nininger Collection” catalog of meteorites to try and sell the collection to an institution. Two things
saved the museum from being closed. The first was their inability to sell the collection, and the second was
they were locked into the lease.

Since there were few visitors, Nininger carried out crater investigations. During the last two months of the
lease, Nininger found a location in Sedona, Arizona to relocate the Museum. The Niningers moved tons of
meteorites to the new Sedona location. Nininger thought the new museum was fresh, clean and bright but
lacked the picturesqueness of the old museum. The museum had normal electricity, and the downstairs
apartment was comfortable compared to the mud walls of the old one room museum. The new museum
was busy enough to confirm they had made the right decision. In 1955, Nininger’s daughter Margaret and
her husband, Glenn Huss came to Arizona to assist the Niningers at the museum. Glenn was interested in
meteorites 15 years earlier since hearing one of the school lectures.

The American Meteorite Museum relocated to Sedona, Arizona. A new address, a new look, and a new
beginning. Courtesy of the American Meteorite Laboratory Photo Archive, Collections Research for
Museums, Denver, CO.
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One afternoon at the American Meteorite Museum in Sedona, Nininger greeted a visitor from Jordan, Dr.
Dashani, Director of Antiquities in Jordan. He was intrigued by the meteorites. He asked questions about
how Nininger acquired the collection and why they were operating the Museum. Nininger confided in him
that they were about to bring the museum operation to a close. The visitor asked, “Why?” “You say, you are
not able to make it pay. Why doesn’t your government give money for it? It gives money to our country to
finance various cultural activities. Surely, your government would finance your museum?” Nininger from
time to time wondered the same thing. He found it difficult to explain to a stranger from another country why
this was so.

Nininger thought to himself why the museum should not be closed. Since 1923, the Niningers were
responsible for recovering at least half of all meteorites discovered in America. The collection had furnished
much of the research on meteorites by various institutions. The first few years in Sedona were productive,
but by the fall of 1957 it had become evident that the winter months never were going to pay the expense of
running the museum. Nininger, now seventy years old, wrote to museums and institutions to see if they
were interested in purchasing his collection.

Dr. Fred Whipple had written on behalf of Harvard that they regretted that they would not be able to
purchase the collection. Professor Whipple created the “dirty snowball” theory of comets among his other
notable achievements. In 1956, Max Hey, Curator of Meteorites at the British Museum stopped by the
museum to examine the specimens. He suggested the British Museum may be interested in acquiring a
large part of it. The British Museum asked for an extensive price list of specimens that would amount to a
“vertical split” of the collection. The Niningers selected 256 out of the 680 finds/falls, which amounted to
about 1,200 specimens, of which they offered at a total discounted price of $155,000. Before final
acceptance by the British Museum, there was interest from Arizona State University (ASU) and the
Smithsonian. The Smithsonian was interested in the entire collection and Nininger gave them a discounted
price of $200,000 but informed them that another institution’s prior offer was pending. Nininger’s preference
was that the collection stay in the U.S. and that it end up in Arizona due to the importance of crater
research. Both American institutions were dependent upon finding funding, and both solicited a grant from
the National Science Foundation (NSF). The NSF wanted a system of checks and balances, and it did not
favor the Smithsonian having a monopoly on meteorites in the U.S., therefore, they gave the grant to ASU.

On June 13, 1958, a counteroffer came from the British Museum for the “vertical split” of 1,200 specimens
for the amount Nininger offered less a seven and a half percent discount or a total of $140,000. The
Niningers accepted the counteroffer for approximately 21 percent of the collection. Nininger sent the main
mass of more than 600 pounds of Morland to the British Museum. They kept the larger nearly 800 pound
stony meteorite, Hugoton. The Niningers received payment from the British Museum and for the first time in
35 years, they were debt free.



The British Museum was the recipient of the over 600 pound Morland main mass. This exceptional slice was
from the Denver Museum of Natural History and has a rich history.
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ASU received the main mass of Hugoton when it purchased the Nininger Collection. My marvelous Hugoton,
Kansas specimen has an American Meteorite Laboratory label and matching number. They were inked by
Glenn Huss.
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A view of the AML labeled and 280.336 numbered Hugoton cut face.

Nininger calculated that over half a million visitors had visited the museum over the 4,600 days of operation.
Margaret and Glenn Huss were still operating the museum. Nininger was hoping the museum could be self-
supporting. The Niningers sold the remaining part of the collection to ASU at a discounted rate of $275,000.
After the sale of main Nininger Collection to ASU, the Niningers stopped using the American Meteorite
Museum labels. The museum was closed, and Margaret and Glenn were headed to Denver to start the
American Meteorite Laboratory. The Addie and H. H. Nininger American Meteorite Museum era ended, and
the era of the Margaret and Glenn Huss American Meteorite Laboratory began.
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An American Meteorite Laboratory notice proclaiming the start of the Margaret and Glenn Huss era. I want to
thank my friend Mike Bandli for this amazing piece of American Meteorite Laboratory history.
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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